It was with a real sense of pleasure that I read the article on Carnegie Mellon’s presence in Silicon Valley. I was one of the first, if not the first, alumni to be employed by a major electronics firm in the Silicon Valley. The year was 1965 and I was hired as a product engineer for Fairchild Semiconductor. Back then, there were only three major semiconductor corporations in the United States, and Fairchild was the only one in California. This was a few years before the Bay Area turned into Silicon Valley. Matter of fact, Del Monte Foods was the biggest employer in the area followed by Lockheed directly across the Bayshore Freeway.

All the engineers hired in this first wave of hiring were young and talented. Very few of my colleagues ever heard of Carnegie Tech, back then. This was the era of fantastic innovation. The challenges we faced may seem antiquated compared with today’s challenges.

The biggest challenge was multiple devices on a single chip, implementing wafers beyond 3/4 of an inch in diameter, and getting optical resolution below 10 mils. The year was 1965 and I was hired as a product engineer for Fairchild Semiconductor. Back then, there were only three major semiconductor corporations in the United States, and Fairchild was the only one in California. This was a few years before the Bay Area turned into Silicon Valley. Matter of fact, Del Monte Foods was the biggest employer in the area followed by Lockheed directly across the Bayshore Freeway.

All the engineers hired in this first wave of hiring were young and talented. Very few of my colleagues ever heard of Carnegie Tech, back then. This was the era of fantastic innovation. The challenges we faced may seem antiquated compared with today’s challenges.

They included getting the percentage of acceptable units on a wafer beyond single digits, implementing wafers beyond 3/4 of an inch in diameter, and getting optical resolution below 10 mils. The biggest challenge was multiple devices on a single chip. We were the group that perfected the technology for manufacturing integrated circuits.

This was also the era of where entrepreneurial engineers went off to start their own companies. Those were the years that Fairchild executives left to form Intel and AMD. From that start, other engineers left those companies and formed a proliferation of other companies that grew into Silicon Valley and the electronic hub of the nation.
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